
Introduction to Cognitive Science

Lecture VI:

The architectures of mind: 
cognitive psychology



Cognitive psychology
...is the science that investigates the representation and processing 

of information by complex organisms.

1956: a meeting at the MIT, where N. Chomsky, G. Miller, H. Simon & 
A. Newell, J. Bruner, Goodnow & Austin gave papers.

Broadbent (1958): much of cognition consists of a sequential series 
of processing stages, i.e.: a stimulus → perception → attention →
STM → processing (rehearsal) → LTM

70's: the information-processing paradigm – the best way to study 
human cognition

è People are autonomous, intentional beings interacting with the 
external world



Cognitive psychology
è The mind is a general-purpose, symbol-processing system

è There are processes that act on symbols; these processes
transform the symbols

è The aim of psychological research is to specify the symbolic
processes and representations underlying performance on all
cognitive tasks

è Cognitive processes take time (predictions are possible)

è The mind is a limited-capacity processor having structural and 
resource limitations

è The symbol system depends on a neurological substrate, but it is
not wholly constrained by it



Cognitive psychology
Four major approaches within CP:

è Experimental: processes and structures were inferred from 
participants' behavior (indirect evidence, artific. surrounding)

è Cognitive science: it develops computational models

è Cognitive neuropsychology: to draw conclusions about normal, 
intact cognitive processes from the patterns of impaired and 
intact capabilities seen in brain-injured patients

è Cognitive neuroscience: uses several techniques for studying
brain functioning to understand human cognition

Critics: different levels of analysis (comp. Marr's levels: physical vs. 
middle level (representation and algorithm)



Cognitive architectures
… refer to the design and organization of the mind. 

è An exhaustive survey of cognitive systems

è A description of the functions and capacities of each

è A blueprint to integrate the systems

CA describes the structure of a cognitive system and general rules of 
information processing

è ”Block model” of mind (Atkinson, Shiffrin)

è Levels-of-processing theory (Craik, Lockhart)

è Modular theory of mind (Fodor)

è Network models (McClelland, Rumelhart)



A model of human memory
Atkinson, Shiffrin 1968

è Sequential and bottom-up information processing

è A block: the set of processes that operate on similar information

è There are 3 memory stores: sensory, short-term and long-term 
memory (STM, LTM) in this model

Incoming information is held briefly in „buffer” memory – sensory 
memory (memories), e.g. iconic memory

Information that is attended to arrives in STM (working memory) –
conscious information, you can work with it

è Capacity: 7+/- 2 chunks of information; 18-20 seconds



A model of human memory



A model of human memory
Information in STM fades away, but it can enter the LTM when is

rehearsed

è Capacity of LTM – unlimited, duration: up to a lifetime; forgetting
happens due to loosing an access to the information

è Information in LTM is organized according to its meaning

è (1971): STM – the central information-processing system 

Criticism:

l The computer analogy reaches too far

l Sequential information-processing



Levels-of-processing
Craik, Lockhart 1972

è Non-structured approach; memory is just a by-product of 
processing of information

We can process information in 3 ways:

è Shallow processing – structural processing (appearance) and 
phonemic processing (encoding of sound)

è Deep processing involves semantic processing (encoding of 
meaning)

è Deepest level – activation of associations

Key assumptions: the level of depth of processing has a large effect
on its memorability; Deeper levels of analysis – more elaborate, 
longer lasting and stronger memory traces



Levels-of -processing
2 kinds of cognitive processes:

è Maintenance rehearsal – repeating analyses that have previously
been carried out

è Elaborative rehearsal – deeper or more semantic analysis of the 
learning material (improves LTM)



Modularity of Mind
Jerry Fodor (1983): Modularity of Mind

3 kinds of psychological systems: transducers, input systems, central 
systems

è Transducers: devices that convert the energy impinging on the 
body's sensory surface into a computationally usable form

è Input systems: a computational mechanism that „presents the 
world to a thought”

è Central systems: are responsible for higher cognitive functions 
(belief fixation)

Key claim: input systems are modular, whereas central systems are 
not



Mental Modules are:
l Domain specific, i.e. They have restricted subject matter (the 

range of questions for which a device provides answers)

l More fine-grained than sensory modalities

l Example systems: color perception, shape analysis, sentence
parsing, face and voice recognition

l Informationally encapsulated: in the course of processing a given
set of inputs a module cannot access information stored
elsewhere

l Ex.: Müller-Lyer illusion; grammar parsers

l Inaccessible to central monitoring: intermediate-level
representations are (relatively) inaccessible to consciousness
(opaque to introspection)



Mental Modules, cont'd
l Mandatoriness, i.e. the operation of an input system is not under

conscious control (switched on by presentation od stimuli and run 
to completion)

l Fast processing: relatively high speed

l Shallowness of output:

l Computationally cheap

l Informationally general

l Dissociability: such a system can be selectively impaired (little or
no effect on the operation of other systems)

l (Neural) localizability: the system in question is implemented in 
neural circuitry (delimited and dedicated)



Mental Modules, cont'd
l Innateness, i.e. develop[ing] according to specific, endogenously

determined patterns under the impact of environmental releasers
(triggering, not learning)

Input systems (involved in perception and language) are modular

Central systems (involved in belief fixation and reasoning) are not 
modular

l Isotropic (inteconnectedness of beliefs)

l Quinean

First Law of the Non-Existence of Cognitive Science: the more global
(isotropic) a cognitive process is, the less anybody understands it –
resistant to computational modeling, unlikely to be associated with a 
brain area



Pandemonium
Selfridge (1959): model of letter recognition

Bottom-up, sequential processing

Consists of:

l Image demon: receives sensory input; iconic memory

l Feature demons: decode specific features

l Cognitive demons: activated by the representations of 
letters with above features; „shout” when receive 
combinations of features

l Decision demon: listens for loudest shout in pandemonium; 
decides what eye sees



Pandemonium
decides what eye sees



Network architectures
Connectionist networks (neural networks, PDP models) 

McClelland&Rumelhart (1986)

Implicit rules and symbols (distributed – patterns of activation of a 
network)

Able to program themselves („learn” to produce specific outputs); 
CNs typically have the following characteristic: 

l The network consists of elementary (neuron-like) units (nodes) 
connected together

l Units affect other units by exciting or inhibiting them

l The unit usually takes the weighted sum of all of the input links
and produces a single output to another unit



Network architectures



Network architectures, cont'd
l Networks can have different structures or layers

l A representation of a concept can be stored in a distributed
manner by a pattern of activation throughout the network

l The same network can store many patterns

l There are few learning rules, typical: backward propagation of 
error (association of a particular input pattern with a given output
pattern)

è Parallell, not sequential processing

è Subsymbolic structures

Connectionism represents an alternative to the information-
processing paradigm (Smolensky 1988)



Cognitive architectures - summary
Assignment 8 (level: hard):

Describe chosen*) cognitive process/activity/phenomenon in terms
of one of the presented during the lecture architectures, namely:

•Block model

•Levels-of-processing model

•Fodor’s model (transducers/modules/ central systems) or

•Connectionist model/Pandemonium model

*)Please remember, that some mental phenomena ”match” better
some architectures (i.e. they may be explained easier)

Additional source: Nęcka et all., Psychologia poznawcza, 45-55.

Deadline: Sun, 17.XII, 23:59 CET



To draw your attention:
l Mind as a general-purpose system vs. 

Mind as a toolbox

l Psychology and neuroscience

l Many (4) faces of cognitive psychology

l What is a cognitive architecture?

l Block model of mind –
structure&properties

l The flow of information within Atkinson-
Shiffrin model

l Criticism of the block model

l Memory as a by-product: levels-of-
processing model

l Shallow, deep, the deepest level of 
processing information

l Modular approach to the mind (Fodor)

l Psychological mechanisms: transducers, 
input systems, central systems

l Domain specificity, informational
encapsulation, inaccessibility to 
consciousness, mandatoriness, neural
lcalizability, innateness as features of 
modules

l Differences between input systems and 
central systems

l 1st Law of the Non-existence of CogSci

l How do deamons help to recognize
shapes?

l Structure of network architectures

l The flow of excitation & learning in NA

l Neural networks vs ”symbolic” models


